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Abstract
An algorithm designed to detect intrinsic

form structure within binary digitized docu-
ments has been developed. This Correlated
Run Length algorithm automatically locates
and extracts line segments, line endings, and
combinations of line intersections including
corners, crosses, and T's from images. These
structures, once detected, can be used as form
features to identify the fonn type in an image,
and they can be used to automatically identify-
ing entry fields containing information in need
of optical character recognition. This tech-
nique has several advantages over more con-
ventional approaches in that form structures
are detected without any a priori knowledge of
the specific form in the image, and these struc-
tures are detected directly from the original
image so that any distortions including trans-
lation, rotation, and scale are automatically
handled. The algorithm performs extremely
well on highly cluttered fonns and noisy
images and is well suited for implementation in
a highly parallel processing environment.

Imaging technologies have been rapidly
advancing as the performance of computers

and the intelligence of algorithms have contin-
ued to increase. Current document processing
technologies rely heavily on the use of forms
printed with drop-out inks and are overly con-
strained to rigid form design and printing spec-
ifications. Document processing applications
frequently cannot be limited to these con-
straints rendering the technology useless or
only partially useful. In order to effectively and
efficiently handle electronically scanned docu-
ments, automated document processing tech-
nologies must continue to improve.

The Correlated Run Length algorithm
(CURL) has been designed to support flexible
forms identification and entry field location.
These functions serve as font-ends to Optical
Character Recognition (OCR) systems. CURL
automatically detects a wide variety of struc-
tures frequently incorporated into the design of
a form. These structures include line segments,
line endings, and combinations of line intersec-
tions (comers, crosses, and T's). These low-
level structures form higher-level constructs
including lines, boxes, and grids denoting form
regions and data entry fields. By detecting
these intrinsic structures, the form type of an
image can be identified.

The NIST Model Recognition System [I]
currently uses localized spatial histograms to
detect and locate the types of form structures



listed above. Every entry field on the forms
processed by the system is demarcated by a
bounding box like the entry field shown in Fig-
ure 7. The field isolation module of the system
uses a static template to direct localized histo-
gram searches in an attempt to locate the four
edges of each box. This is accomplished by
defining a region of interest in which both hor-
izontal and vertical histogram projections are
calculated. The comers of a box are located by
finding coinciding bins containing relative
maxima between the horizontal and vertical
projections.

The localized histogram technique works
well when the boxes are well defined by bold
markings, when the boxes are more than suffi-
cient in size to comfortably contain the data
requested to be entered into the box, and when
the boxes are adequately spaced apart from one
another on the form. When a form does not
conform to these constraints, the accuracy of
the localized histogram technique quickly
degrades due to ambiguities introduced in the
histogram projections. These projections can
be used to describe orthogonal densities, but
they cannot be used to accurately detect com-
plex shapes, such as box comers, on cluttered
and cramped forms because the technique sim-
ply aggregates pixels in rows and columns
without taking pixel contiguity into account.

In his paper, "Image Segmentation with
Networks of Variable Scales", Hans Graf
describes an experiment in which he studied
the application of a set of kernels for detecting
edges and comers in gray scale images of box-
cars.[2] The kernels define directions and
shapes of contrast change in local neighbor-
hoods. In the experiments described in Graf's
paper, the kernels were very successful in
detecting characters on the sides of boxcars.
The success can be attributed primarily to the
fact that the gray scale background of the box-
cars is relatively uniform, so that contrast
changes primarily occur around the characters
of interest. This technique suffers when applied
to binary scanned documents and forms that

are comprised almost entirely of edge informa-
tion. Hand print strokes, machine print text,
and form structures are all ambiguously repre-
sented by collections of edges. Therefore, con-
trast detection kernels detect contrast-based
structures at too fine a detail to be useful in
extracting higher-level form structures.

The algorithm presented in this paper
extracts larger-scale shape-based structures,
not contrast-based structures, and accurately
distinguishes hand print strokes and machine
print text from form structures. This paper
demonstrates how the CURL algorithm over-
comes the deficiencies of localized histograms
and contrast kernels by using vector correla-
tions that reward contiguity of pixels through
the use of run length values. Section 2 provides
a technical description of the algorithm, Sec-
tion 3 shows working examples for entry fields
and form structures, Section 4 points out vari-
ous implementation issues, and Section 5 dem-
onstrates CURL's tolerance to rotational
distortions.

CURL correlates and aggregates pixels along
selected trajectories in order to detect and
locate shape-based structures within an image.
Shape is represented by at least two edge vec-
tors called an edge pair. The elements of the
edge vectors address pixel positions within the
input image, and these pixel addresses are
defined relative to a current pixel location
within the image. The edge pair is applied inde-
pendently to each pixel in the image, extracting
pixels along the specified trajectories. For
example, one edge vector may be defined to
extend horizontally 32 pixels to the right of the
current pixel, and another edge may be defined
to extend vertically 32 pixels below the current
pixel. CURL uses this edge pair definition to
detect upper-left comers of boxes. CURL is not
limited to linear edges only. A point-to-point
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correlation can be computed between any two
or more vectors representing any given shape
and the points within each vector may be
spaced apart from one another.

Applying an edge pair to each pixel posi-
tion in the image, an intersection is computed
between the two vectors of extracted pixels,
forming contiguous groups of correlated pixels
called runs. A non-linear operator is applied to
the length of each resulting run called a run
length. The non-linear accumulation of a run
length accelerates rapidly as the duration of the
contiguously correlated pixels increases. The
accumulation grows very little for uncorrelated
edge vectors because the runs are short. In this
way, edge pairs can be defined to detect arbi-
trary shapes.

Figure I illustrates the CURL algorithm as
a sequence of fundamental steps. First, a
selected set of edge pairs represented by box I
are distributed across every pixel in input
image 2. The intersection in box 3 is computed
for each edge pair extracted from the input
image. Run lengths in box 4 are computed from

each intersection, and a non-linear operator in
box 5 is applied to the run lengths. Finally, each
pixel in output image 6 is assigned the accumu-
lated results from the non-linear operator for a
given pair of edges.

For each pixel Pi) in a binary image, two pixel
edges eIi) and e2i) of equal length n are defined
with origins relative to Pi). The intersection of
the two edges form a single logical vector Ill"

I = e 1 .. n e2.. (I)n IJ IJ

The vector In is divided into groups of con-
tiguous elements with values of I, with each
group separated by one or more O's. Run
lengths are accumulated for each contiguous
group and stored in the list rm, where m is the
number of groups. The list of run lengths rm is
used to compute an output value si) for each
edge pair belonging to the pixel Pi) as follows:
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For example, Figure 2 lists a portion of an
image containing the upper-left hand comer of
a box. Notice that the bottom-right hand por-
tion of the image contains pixel information of
what was entered in the box. In order to locate
the comer in the image, the first edge e I ij is
defined as the row of pixels with its origin at Pij
and extending to the right 11 pixels, where 11 in
this example equals 32. The second edge e2·· isIJ
defined as the column of pixels with its origin
at Pij and extending downward 32 pixels. The
edge pairs for two pixels, Ps.s and PI3.7' are
outlined in the figure. Both edges of Ps.s lie on

the comer, whereas only one edge for P13.7 lies
on the comer.

Figure 3 illustrates how the value Ss s is
computed by applying CURL to the edge 'pair
corresponding to Ps.s outlined in Figure 2. The
first two vectors in Figure 3 are the edges e ls.s
and e2s.s. The third vector is the result of the
intersection of the two edges. The fourth line
contains the resulting run lengths accumulated
from each contiguous group of l's resulting
from the intersection. The fifth line in the figure
lists the values computed for each run length
using equation (3). The last line shows the
result of the summing the values listed on the
fifth line according to equation (2).

Figure 4 illustrates how the value s13 7 is
computed by applying CURL to the edge 'pair
corresponding to P13.7 outlined in Figure 2.
The first two vectors in the figure below are the
edges e113.7 and e213.7. The third vector is the
result of the intersection of the two edges. The
fourth line contains the resulting run lengths
accumulated from each contiguous group of
l's resulting from the intersection. The fifth
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line in the figure lists the values computed for
each run length using equation (3). The last line
shows the result of the summing the values
listed on the fifth line according to equation (2).

Comparing (55.5 = 1139) to (513,7 = 7) dem-
onstrates how CURL can be used to emphasize
comer information within a binary image. Note
that equation (3) is one of many possible
choices, which may be used to measure the cor-
relation between edge pairs. By replacing the
contiguous groups of I's in In with consecutive
increments of the run length counter, such as
shown in Figure 5, equations (2) and (3) may
be implemented as the dot product of the vector

en with itself. However, by using the approach
designated by equations (2) and (3), alternative
functions for f( rk) may be used. In fact, each
candidate function may be implemented as a
look-up table containing' precomputed values
based on rk'

To date, numerous edge pair definitions have
been studied. They include an upper left-hand
comer (CuI) pair, an upper right-hand comer
(cur) pair, a lower left-hand comer (cll) pair, a



cuI elij = {Pkt= k = i, ... , i+n-l; I =j}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i; 1= j, ... ,j+n-l}

Cur elij = {Pkt= k = i, ... , i-n+l; I =j}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i; 1= j, ... ,j+n-l}

cn elij = {Pkt= k = i, ... , i+n-l; I =j}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i; 1= j, ... ,j-n+ I}

Clr elij = {Pkl: k = i, ..., i-n+l; I =j}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i; 1= j, ... ,j-n+ I}

Ih elij={Pkl:k=i, ,i+n-I;I=j}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i, , i-n+l; I =j}

Iv elij = {Pkt= k = i; I =j, ,j+n-l}
e2ij = {Pkt= k = i; I =j, ,j-n+l}

lower right-hand comer (clr) pair, a horizontal
line (lh) pair, and a vertical line (Iv) pair. Figure
6 lists the definitions of these edge pairs using
set notation. These definitions assume the ori-
gin of an image is its upper left-hand comer.
The edge pair examples outlined in Figure 2
are of type cuI.

Note that CURL is not limited to the set of
linear edges shown in Figure 6. A point-to-
point correlation can be computed between any
two vectors representing any given shape and
the points within each vector may be spaced
apart from one another. Also, intersections may
be computed on more than two edge vectors
simultaneously. For example, T-shaped struc-
tures are detected with three edges, and cross-
shaped structures are detected by using four
edges.

Based on the algorithm described above, each
of the edge pairs in Figure 6 were studied on
different test images. Figure 7 shows an exam-
ple using the upper-left comer edge pair, CuI,
with the original test image on the left, the gray
scale results in the middle, and the thresholded

binary results on the right. Notice that the CuI
edge pair locates the upper left-hand comer of
the box while ignoring all other pixel informa-
tion in the image. Similar results are achieved
when using the CUI"'cn, and clr edge pairs.

Figure 8 shows an example using the hori-
zontalline edge pair, Ih, with the original image
on the left, the gray scale results in the middle,
and the thresholded binary results on the right.
Notice that the Ihedge pair locates the horizon-
tal sides of the box while ignoring all other
pixel information in the image. Similar results
are achieved when using the Iv edge pair.

Figure 9 shows an example using all the
edge pairs defined in Figure 6 with the original
image on the left, the gray scale results in the
middle, and the thresholded binary results on
the right. Notice that the sides and comers of
the box are detected while ignoring all other
pixel information in the image. The results
from each edge pair are combined by simply
accumulating the sij for each edge pair into a
single output element.

This section demonstrates how CURL can be
used to extract intrinsic form structures from
an image. In Figure 10, a section of a form is
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Figure 9: Results from using all 6 edge pairs.

shown whose entry fields have been filled in
with machine printed data. The form in this
example is representative of an entire image
database produced by NIST. NIST Special
Database 2 (SD2) is a collection of IRS 1988
1040 Package X forms completed with
machine printed data generated by a computer
model in order to simulate real tax data. [3] Fig-
ure II shows the results obtained by running
CURL on the form image using the line and
comer edge pair definitions in Figure 6. Notice
that the resulting image contains the line and
grid structures of the form and is completely

void of any font information. This is true even
though the majority of the font data entered in
the fields intersects these structures. The infor-
mation in Figure II can be used to identify the
form and it can be used to locate data entry
fields on the form. Notice that CURL detected
the comers of the boxes for lines 6a, 6b, and 6d.

Figure 12 shows a section of a form com-
pleted with hand print. The CURL results are
shown in Figure 13. The form in this example
is representative of an entire image database
produced by NIST. NIST Special Database 6
(SD6) is a collection of IRS 1988 1040 Pack-
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age X forms completed with hand printed data
generated by a computer model in order to sim-
ulate real tax data.[4] This example is extreme
in that the hand print is large compared to the
size of the fields, the hand print is very bold,
and the hand printed data intersects frequently
with the structures on the form. In light of this
worse-case example, CURL performs very
well. Most of the hand printed data is removed
with only a few spurious vertical strokes and
some salt and pepper noise remaining. The
noise is primarily caused by the vertical stokes
in the hand printed dollar signs.

In this section, issues related to implementa-
tion are discussed. The CURL algorithm is
modular allowing many different functions for
!(ri) to be used. Note that equation (3) can also
be implemented as the dot product of the two
edges as shown in Figure 5, and the values for
!(ri) can be precomputed and stored in a look-
up table. To date, no equation has been found
to perform superior to equation (3) with an
edge length of 32 when applied to cluttered
forms scanned at 12 dots per millimeter. Also,
the algorithm has been extended to detect com-
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binations of line intersections including T's
and crosses by computing the intersections of
edge triples and edge quadruples. Edge pairs
have also been developed for detecting circular
shapes in an image.

This technique has several advantages over
more conventional approaches. First, form
structures are detected without any a priori
knowledge of the specific form in the image.
For example, no form template is required.
Second, these structures are detected directly

from the original image so that any distortions
including translation, rotation, and scale are
automatically handled. Therefore, global
descewing and normalization of the image is
avoided. One disadvantage of this algorithm is
that a serial implementation is computationally
expensive because results are computed and
stored for every pixel in the input image. How-
ever, CURL is well suited for implementation
in a highly parallel processing environment.
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The algorithm has been successfully imple-
mented in serial on a Sun Microsystem's
SPARCStation 2 and in parallel on a DAP
51Oc[5], a massively parallel Single Instruction
Multiple Data (SIMD) computer manufactured
by Cambridge Parallel Processing (Cpp).1 The
serial implementation sequentially computes
equations (\), (2), and (3) one pixel at a time.
The parallel implementation distributes these
equations across multiple processors so that
parts of each equation are computed for all the
pixels in the image at once. Equation (1) is
reorganized so that one element from each pix-
els's logical vector, 'n' is calculated simulta-
neously. This is accomplished by a set of
parallel image shifts followed by a parallel
intersection. The run lengths, r m' used in equa-
tion (3) are also distributed across the pixels,
Pij' so that each pixel has associated with it a
current run length counter that is incremented
or reset in parallel based on the results of the
parallel intersection from equation (1). The
output pixels, sij' in equation (2) are then incre-

I. Sun SPARCStation 2 and CPP OAP 5IOc or
equivalent commercial equipment may be identi-
fied in order to adequately specify or describe the
subject matter of this work. In no case does such
identification imply recommendation or endorse-
ment by the National Institute of Standards and
Technology, nor does it imply that the equipment
identified is necessarily the best available for the
purpose.

mented in parallel by the square of their corre-
sponding run length counters. In order to
calculate every element of every pixel's logical
vector, "I' the above steps must be repeated n
times. The parallel implementation of CURL is
illustrated in Figure 14. Currently, the parallel
implementation runs 40 times as fast as than
the serial version.

In the examples shown in this paper, CURL
utilizes correlations of linear edge pairs to
detect line segments, and CURL utilizes corre-
lations of orthogonal edge pairs to detect cor-
ners. One would expect the performance of
CURL to degrade as the image of a form
becomes increasingly rotated. An experiment
was conducted in which the entry field image
shown in Figure 7 was perturbed by increasing
degrees of rotational skew and then processed
by CURL. The following figures show that the
algorithm can tolerate significant rotational
skew. CURL successfully detects both line
segments and corners between +6 and -6
degrees of rotation as shown in Figure 15 and
Figure 16. At rotations greater than 6 degrees,
detected line segments begin to break up. How-
ever, the box corners are consistently detected
even at + 12 and -12 degrees of rotation as
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shown in Figure 17 and Figure 18. This clearly
demonstrates how CURL gracefully degrades
with increasing amounts of rotational skew.

An algorithm designed to detect intrinsic form
structure within binary digitized documents
has been presented. It has been shown that
CURL automatically locates and extracts line
segments and comers from images, overcom-
ing the deficiencies of localized histograms and
contrast kernels by using vector correlations
which reward contiguity of pixels through the
use of run length values. CURL extracts larger-
scale shape-based structures, not contrast-
based structures, and accurately distinguishes
hand print strokes and machine print text from
form structures. CURL is not limited to linear
edges only. A point-to-point correlation can be
computed between any two vectors represent-
ing any given shape and the points within each
vector may be spaced apart from one another.
Also, intersections may be computed on more
than two edge vectors simultaneously, detect-
ing T-shaped structures using three edges, and
cross-shaped structures using four edges. This
technique has several advantages over more
conventional approaches in that form struc-
tures are detected without any a priori knowl-
edge of the specific form in the image, and
these structures are detected directly from the
original image so that any distortions including
translation, rotation, and scale are automati-
cally handled. One disadvantage of this algo-
rithm is that a serial implementation is
computationally expensive because results are
computed and stored for every pixel in the
input image. However, it has been demon-
strated that a parallel implementation of CURL
on a massively parallel SIMD computer, CPP
DAP 510c, runs 40 times as fast as than the
serial version on a Sun Microsystem's SPARC-
Station 2. It was also demonstrated in this
paper that CURL gracefully degrades as

increasing amount of rotational skew are added
to the image. The algorithm detected both line
segments and comers between +6 and -6
degrees of rotation, and the algorithm detected
comers up to + 12 and -12 degrees of rotation.
In general, CURL is a shape-based feature
detector. The algorithm was developed as a
flexible front end to optical character recogni-
tion systems, extracting structures useful for
automatically identifying form types and locat-
ing entry fields on forms.
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